Healthcare Costs Around the Time of Smoking Cessation
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Background: The Affordable Care Act mandates that new insurance plans cover smoking-cessation therapy without cost-sharing. Previous cost difference estimates, which show a spike around the time of cessation, suggest premiums might rise as a result of covering these services.

Purpose: The goal of the study was to test (1) whether individuals in an RCT of pharmacotherapy and counseling for smoking cessation differed in their healthcare costs around the cessation period, and (2) whether the healthcare costs of those in the trial who successfully quit were different from a matched sample of smokers in the community.

Methods: Generalized linear regression models were used to analyze healthcare cost data on individuals enrolled in a comparative effectiveness trial of cessation therapies between October 2005 and May 2007 (1346 total participants; 1338 with requisite data for further analysis). Cost differences for the period preceding and subsequent to the cessation attempt were assessed by trial participants’ 12-month sustained quit status. Healthcare cost differences between sustained quitters and a sample of community-dwelling smokers, matched to these quitters on the basis of health services use around the time trial participant enrolled and by demographics, were also examined. Data were analyzed in 2011.

Results: All three groups had a spike in cost associated with the index clinic visit. Regression results revealed little difference in healthcare costs by quit status for trial participants until the sixth quarter post-quit. By that quarter, continuous sustained quitters cost $541 ($p<0.001) less than continuing smokers. Continuous sustained quitters cost less than their matched community-dwelling smokers in almost every quarter observed. The cost difference ranged from $270 ($p=0.01) during the quarter of quit, to $490 ($p<0.01) in the 6th quarter after quitting.

Conclusions: The inclusion of smoking-cessation therapy does not appear to raise short-term healthcare costs. By the sixth quarter post-quit, sustained quitters were less costly than trial participants who continued smoking.

Trial registration: This study is registered at clinicaltrials.gov NCT00296647.

reduce the use of these therapies, so coverage of these services coupled with the individual insurance mandate will likely provide increased access to treatment for many smokers.4

It is not clear what impact this increased use will have on healthcare costs. New plans will no longer be able to leave out this coverage to separate smokers from non-smokers through benefit design. Thus, mandated coverage of cessation could increase premiums for all individuals if cessation therapy simply adds to the cost of care. On the other hand, if cessation reduces healthcare costs, then premiums could be lower as a result.

Previous studies5–7 of a variety of patient populations have found similar results: Smokers who quit show a spike in healthcare use and costs that begins just prior to cessation and escalates after cessation. This suggests that successful cessation often occurs in the midst of an expensive healthcare episode, with healthcare use among former smokers returning to the level experienced by continuing smokers within 1 year following cessation.6

Most studies addressing the topic of cessation-related costs were conducted within integrated healthcare systems that provide health services to a defined population. The unique aspects of healthcare delivery and finance in these systems may affect healthcare use in ways that are not generally representative. Under the ACA mandate of cessation therapy coverage without cost-sharing, all insured patients who smoke should be counseled to undertake cessation therapy irrespective of insurer type. The propensity to use other health services by those who would now be using cessation therapy and the cost impacts may be substantially different than those found in previous studies, which were conducted in a closed-panel setting. Thus, existing estimates of cost differences around the time of cessation need to be examined outside the closed-panel integrated care setting.

This paper quantifies healthcare cost differences between smokers who quit and those who continued to smoke in the 18 months following a quit attempt. The first innovation is that the data are from individuals covered by a variety of health insurance plans who enrolled in cessation therapy. The estimates of healthcare costs around cessation are derived from individuals enrolled in a comparative effectiveness trial of free (to the patient) smoking-cessation treatments that are consistent with Public Health Service (PHS) Clinical Practice Guideline recommendations.8

Another innovation is the analysis of a demographically matched sample of smokers who were not approached for the trial but who were receiving primary care at the same clinics, for the same diagnoses, and making clinic visits at around the same time, as patients enrolled in the trial. This provides insight into whether those willing to enroll in the trial are different from the population of smokers in terms of healthcare costs and the counterfactual of what healthcare costs smokers might have incurred had they not quit smoking.

Methods

Research Setting and Subjects

This research was conducted in conjunction with an RCT of evidence-based smoking-cessation treatments administered to 1346 individuals making primary care visits to 12 Aurora primary care clinics in Milwaukee WI from October 2005 through May 2007.8 Aurora Health Care is a not-for-profit healthcare delivery system that serves 90 communities in eastern Wisconsin and is available to Wisconsin residents through more than 44 different insurance providers. For clarity throughout the remainder of the paper, individuals who were approached and enrolled in the comparative effectiveness trial are referred to as “participants.” The study received full IRB review and approval from Aurora Health Care and the University of Wisconsin.

Details on the specific cessation services and outcomes from the parent study are provided elsewhere.8 The RCT assessed the willingness of smokers making routine primary care visits to accept no-cost smoking-cessation services and the subsequent abstinence rates among those willing to attempt cessation. This RCT evaluated the effectiveness of three FDA-approved monotherapies (nicotine patch, bupropion SR, and nicotine lozenge) and two combination therapies (bupropion + lozenge, patch + lozenge), with all pharmacotherapies accompanied by proactive phone counseling provided through a tobacco quitline. There was no medication placebo condition.

During the recruitment period, clinic staff assessed the smoking status of all adults making primary care visits to one of the 12 selected clinics. Adults (aged ≥18 years) currently smoking ≥10 cigarettes per day for the past 6 months and motivated to quit were identified for potential inclusion in the study. Each randomly chosen current smoker interested in cessation who met the study’s inclusion criteria and whose physician provided medical clearance to join the study was contacted by a member of the research team who explained the study, invited the individual to enroll, and obtained verbal informed consent.

Matched Sample

Twelve months into the study, trial participants were matched on an approximately 3:1 ratio (three matches for each participant) to smokers being treated at the same clinics. To be included, matched sample individuals had to meet five criteria. These individuals (1) had to have a visit to the same clinic as the participant within the same time frame as the participant to whom they were matched (≤2 weeks); (2) be a current smoker at the time of that outpatient visit and continue to smoke according to their medical record; (3) could not have been approached for enrollment in the trial (individuals were approached based on randomization); (4) had to be of the same age and gender as the participant; and (5) had to have the same clinical reasons for their clinic visit as those of the participant to whom they were being matched (determined by Current Procedural Terminology [CPT] codes for the visit). For clarity, these individuals will be referred to as “matches” hereafter.
Survey Data

Individuals who consented to participate provided information not available from health plan records, including marital and employment status, race, education, and smoking history including the age at first cigarette, the mean daily number of cigarettes smoked, and history of quit attempts. Individuals were asked to set a date for their quit attempt and were provided instructions to pick up study medications at the clinic pharmacy. Only individuals who picked up their prescription from the pharmacy were considered enrolled in the trial.6

Data Collected from Health Plan Information Systems

Information on all services provided by Aurora Health Care was obtained for 18 months preceding the initial trial recruitment and for 18 months following the date at which the last trial participant joined the study. Data were obtained from the Center for Urban Population Health (CUPH), which partners in conducting health systems research with Aurora Health Care, the University of Wisconsin School of Medicine and Public Health, and the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee’s College of Health Sciences. The CUPH maintains comprehensive data on public health and healthcare use provided in part by Aurora Health Care and served as the coordinating center for the primary and secondary data used for this research.

The following health services information was collected for participants and matches: all inpatient services at Aurora hospitals including ICD-9-CM diagnoses, ICD-9-CM procedures, and diagnosis-related groups (DRGs); all outpatient services, including ICD-9-CM diagnoses and CPT codes. The wholesale pharmaceutical cost of the duration of cessation therapy8 was included in the outpatient cost for the month the individual enrolled in the trial. Unfortunately, because of challenges in assigning costs to other pharmacy use data, the analyses in this paper are restricted to inpatient and outpatient services and these cessation-therapy costs.

Data were in the form of claims submitted to insurers for services provided to study participants (including matches). These data were then organized by category of service (inpatient or outpatient) and each record was examined to re-create a unique healthcare encounter. Costs were assigned to these services on the basis of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) fee schedules for each service. DRG payments were assigned for inpatient services and the Resource Based Relative Value Scale was used for outpatient services. The resource intensity weight and reimbursed amount was applied for the specific year the service was provided. Services not assigned a cost by CMS were assigned costs using CPT-based “gap codes” with costs for these health services provided by the Ingenix Corporation, which was required in less than 5% of the services. Healthcare costs were adjusted for inflation using the Milwaukee component of the Medical Consumer Price Index, and all dollar values are reported adjusted to 2009.

Analytic Methods

Graphical analysis of trends in unadjusted healthcare costs per quarter over the period of observation is provided to facilitate comparisons to previous studies6,7 that demonstrate a spike in healthcare cost around the time of cessation. The index quarter is defined as the quarter ending with the month the individual was enrolled in the trial. This analysis shows the trend in the sum of inpatient and outpatient costs for participants, according to whether they were sustained quitters (defined as self-reported continuous abstinence at 12 months) or the matches for the sustained quitters.

Regression methods were used to estimate the differences in healthcare costs between participants who were sustained quitters and participants who were not, and between participants who were sustained quitters and their matches. Initially, separate models were estimated in which healthcare costs in the entire period from the index month through the 18 months following were compared between (1) participants who had sustained quitting and those who did not and (2) participants who had sustained quitting and their matches. These were then analyzed by inpatient and outpatient costs separately.

Because aggregated costs in the post-enrollment period are unable to reveal subtle changes in cost trends between different groups, a second set of estimations was conducted. To capture these potential changes in the trend in healthcare costs of participants who were sustained quitters compared to those who continued to smoke, differences in costs were analyzed quarterly. These differences were estimated relative to the costs in the quarter that occurred five quarters prior to the quarter of the quit attempt.

These estimates were examined for each of the quarters leading up to and including the quit quarter as well as for the six quarters following the quit quarter. These models were then estimated separately for inpatient and outpatient costs. The second analysis was identical to the above, except it compared quarterly healthcare costs of participants who were sustained quitters relative to their matches. As in the previous analysis, separate equations were also estimated for inpatient and outpatient costs.

Models using the trial participants were adjusted for age; gender; race/ethnicity; years smoked prior to quit; smoking heaviness (an average of ≥1 pack of cigarettes per day vs less); marital status and education. Models comparing participants who quit to their matches were adjusted for gender and age, the only demographic characteristics available for the matches. Because healthcare costs are typically highly skewed, linear regression models may yield biased SEs for regression coefficients, yielding invalid statistical inference and thus requiring modeling techniques that have been described elsewhere.9–12 Models were estimated in 2011 using Stata, version 12, using generalized linear models, specifying a gamma distribution and a log-link function and calculating robust SEs for regression coefficients.13 This approach has been used in previous research examining time-series data on the healthcare costs of smoking6 and in a variety of other healthcare cost analyses.14,15

Results

Requisite data were available for 1338 of the 1346 trial participants. Of these, 22.6% (n=302) were sustained quitters at 12 months. Figure 1 shows the comparison of total inpatient and outpatient costs by quarter. Costs reach a peak in the quarter of quit. The mean cost in the index quarter for participants who did not sustain quitting was $1745 (95% CI=$1179, $1519). Among those who sustained quitting, these costs were $1898 (95% CI=$1475, $2321) and among matches to these partici-
pants the cost in this quarter was $2419 (95% CI = $2522, $3155).

The healthcare cost comparisons of participants who sustained quitting with those who did not, aggregated for the period following the quit attempt, are in Table 1. Participants did not differ in these aggregate costs by smoking status. Separating costs by care setting did not change this.

Table 2 displays the comparison between participants who sustained quitting and their matches. In this comparison, total post-quit costs were again not different. However, inpatient costs were lower among the participants (–$1292, p = 0.009) whereas outpatient costs were higher ($335, p = 0.001).

The trends in cost differences relative to the costs five quarters before quitting reveals something slightly different (Table 3). In comparison to participants who did not sustain quitting, participants who sustained quitting had lower overall costs in the sixth quarter post-quit (–$541, p = 0.001). This effect was driven by lower inpatient costs (–$445, p = 0.001). Those participants who sustained quitting also had lower inpatient costs in the fourth quarter post-quit (–$241, p = 0.031), although this did not lead to lower total costs.

In comparison to their matches, the participants who sustained quitting had lower costs across much of the period (Table 4). There was no difference in the third through fifth quarter post-quit, but by the sixth quarter, there was a large difference (–$490, p = 0.009). This difference was again driven by lower inpatient costs in that period (–$461, p = 0.001).

### Table 1. Total post-quit cost difference for participants who were sustained quitters at 12 months compared to participants who were not

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Costs ($)</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Inpatient</th>
<th>Outpatient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participants who sustained quitting (n = 1338)</td>
<td>–453 (0.344)</td>
<td>–490 (0.258)</td>
<td>2 (0.986)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Robust p-values are in parentheses. Model was adjusted for individual age, gender, race/ethnicity, years smoked prior to quit, whether they smoked a pack or more a day, marital status, and education.

### Table 2. Total post-quit cost difference for participants who were sustained quitters at 12 months compared to their matches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Costs ($)</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Inpatient</th>
<th>Outpatient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participants who sustained quitting (n = 1203)</td>
<td>–932 (0.09)</td>
<td>–1292 (0.009)</td>
<td>335 (0.001)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Robust p-values are in parentheses. Boldface indicates p < 0.05. Model was adjusted for individual age and gender.

### Table 3. Incremental healthcare cost comparisons for trial participants who did versus did not sustain 12-month smoking abstinence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quarter</th>
<th>Prior to quit</th>
<th>Costs ($)</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Inpatient</th>
<th>Outpatient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quit</td>
<td></td>
<td>–78 (0.560)</td>
<td>–121 (0.300)</td>
<td>71 (0.063)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-quit</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–142 (0.331)</td>
<td>–165 (0.137)</td>
<td>57 (0.154)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12 (0.944)</td>
<td>–46 (0.739)</td>
<td>86 (0.085)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>–139 (0.435)</td>
<td>–187 (0.136)</td>
<td>119 (0.064)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>–242 (0.120)</td>
<td>–241 (0.031)</td>
<td>51 (0.338)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>–94 (0.666)</td>
<td>–145 (0.328)</td>
<td>93 (0.345)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>–541 (0.000)</td>
<td>–445 (0.000)</td>
<td>–44 (0.297)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Robust p-values are in parentheses. Boldface indicates p < 0.05. Model was adjusted for individual age, gender, race/ethnicity, years smoked prior to quit, whether they smoked a pack or more a day, marital status, and education.

*Relative to costs five quarters before quitting attempt.*
matches is due to the fact that the recruitment strategy for study, the spike in costs seen in both participants and differences. It is important to note that in the current period. This difference is most apparent by 18 months ters still had lower costs at most points over the study matched sample, participants who were sustained quit-ters enrolled in a cessation trial. However, in this study was to approach individuals making primary care clinic visits. The level of costs in the period surrounding the outpatient visit suggests that this spike is due to more than just a routine outpatient visit for some of these patients.

Taking the results in Tables 3 and 4 together, it appears these costs are due to the medical status at the time of the clinic visit and not cessation. In addition, the reduced cost in the sixth quarter is suggestive of faster declines among those who successfully quit. However, there are no data from after this point to establish whether this trajectory persists.

The current study has limitations. First, the study was powered to examine clinical effectiveness not economic outcomes, so caution needs to be taken in interpreting lack of significance as definitive. Second, pharmacy costs other than the cessation therapies could not be assigned, and these are not included in the models. Given that differences were largely attributable to inpatient costs, this is a concern to the degree that pharmacy substituates for hospitalization.

Third, data on health services use outside of Aurora Health Care were unavailable. If the propensity to use outside care was somehow correlated with quit status, then this could confound the estimates. Fourth, human subjects protections precluded analysis of the healthcare costs of individuals who declined enrollment in the trial. Thus, cost differences are potentially biased to the degree that these individuals’ costs might systematically differ from those who refused enrollment in the trial. It is ar-

Discussion

The current results confirm previous findings of a “spike” in healthcare costs around the time of cessation among quitters enrolled in a cessation trial. However, in this sample the spike is also evident among continuing smokers from the trial. Thus, when comparing participants who were quitters to those who were continuing smokers, the quitters do not cost more at the time of and in the period following quit, and by six quarters post-quit, cost less than continuing smokers.

The matched sample is substantially more expensive in the period prior to the clinic visit matched to the visit in which the quitters were enrolled. Perhaps those who were willing to accept cessation treatment were actually healthier than the general population of smokers making healthcare visits during the same time period, which is in contrast to previous findings. Moreover, relative to the matched sample, participants who were sustained quitters still had lower costs at most points over the study period. This difference is most apparent by 18 months after quitting and appears to be driven by inpatient cost differences. It is important to note that in the current study, the spike in costs seen in both participants and matches is due to the fact that the recruitment strategy for the trial was to approach individuals making primary care clinic visits. The level of costs in the period surrounding the outpatient visit suggests that this spike is due to more than just a routine outpatient visit for some of these patients.

Taking the results in Tables 3 and 4 together, it appears these costs are due to the medical status at the time of the clinic visit and not cessation. In addition, the reduced cost in the sixth quarter is suggestive of faster declines among those who successfully quit. However, there are no data from after this point to establish whether this trajectory persists.

The current study has limitations. First, the study was powered to examine clinical effectiveness not economic outcomes, so caution needs to be taken in interpreting lack of significance as definitive. Second, pharmacy costs other than the cessation therapies could not be assigned, and these are not included in the models. Given that differences were largely attributable to inpatient costs, this is a concern to the degree that pharmacy substituates for hospitalization.

Third, data on health services use outside of Aurora Health Care were unavailable. If the propensity to use outside care was somehow correlated with quit status, then this could confound the estimates. Fourth, human subjects protections precluded analysis of the healthcare costs of individuals who declined enrollment in the trial. Thus, cost differences are potentially biased to the degree that these individuals’ costs might systematically differ from those who refused enrollment in the trial. It is ar-

Conclusion

Under the ACA mandate of full coverage for smoking-cession services, more primary care settings may provide cessation treatment to smokers as the barrier of out-of-pocket costs will have been removed for those who are insured. The present study provides evidence that those who accept cessation treatment in the outpatient setting incur lower healthcare costs by 18 months following quitting. Addressing smoking cessation in primary care raises little concern for additional costly healthcare use in the short term and holds promise to reduce health-care costs within a relatively brief period of time.
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